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Metadata provides the 
framework for digital audio 
preservation. 



Without metadata, digital audio 
preservation is not possible. 

�  Unless sound files possess a time stamp, there is no way 
to accurately determine the files’ relationship to others 
in time. 

�  Without the structural metadata of an Audio Decision 
List (ADL), we cannot be certain of the transitions 
between multiple files in a single event. 

�  Without technical metadata about the files we cannot 
easily migrate them. 

�  Without information about how the digital audio was 
created and by whom, there is no way to judge what we 
have. 



Library of Congress National Recording Preservation Plan 

Standards for Digital Audio 
Preservation 



Metadata Standards at the Library of Congress 

Standards for Digital Audio 
Preservation 



Standards for Digital Audio 
Preservation 

The State of Recorded Sound Preservation in the United States 



IASA TC-04  
Guidelines on the Production and Preservation of Digital Audio Objects 

Standards for Digital Audio 
Preservation 



Sound Directions: Best Practices for Audio Preservation 

Standards for Digital Audio 
Preservation 



Kinds of Audio Metadata 

�  Document the identity of a recording such as its title and call 
number, 

�  The performer’s name, 

�  The occasion of the performance,  

�  The format of the original recording, 

�  How the original was played back. 



Other forms of audio metadata 

�  Document the kinds of digital copies produced [i.e. 
Archival Master, de-noised Production Master, streaming 
Delivery Master],  

�  Where the digital files are stored,  

�  The relationships between the object’s virtual and 
original manifestations and, 

�  How the digital files were made. 



Categories of Audio Metadata 



Descriptive Metadata 

�  Descriptive metadata is dedicated to curatorial 
information, rather than technical. 

�  This data identifies the object and its performances in a 
collections.  

�  Access rights and restrictions 

�  Preservation rights and restrictions 

 

Rights Management Metadata 



Technical Metadata 

�  Technical metadata describes the immediate technical 
attributes of a physical or file-based audio object 
including specifications that enable access to the 
content. 

�  AES57-2011 



�  Documents the “who, what, where, and how” of all 
preservation activity from transfer through the creation of 
deliverables. 

�  A means to record preservation processes for the distant 
future   

�  A vital tool in the more immediate preservation workflow—   
�  facilitating teamwork and multiple project management by 

enabling recall of processes and settings at critical points in 
the workflow. 

�  It records the various components of each process such that 
any part can be evaluated and/or readily reproduced. 

Digital Provenance Metadata 



�  These events include such processes as  
�  the archival transfer and AES31-3 ADL export,  
�  any digital signal processing for production,  
�  the sample rate and word length conversion during the creation of derivatives,  

�  Each event is listed with  
�  the devices used,  
�  all their inputs,  
�  internal modules,  
�  parameters and settings,  
�  outputs,  
�  along with the input media and the output media of the event.  

�  Auditing information attributing the process to  
�  a specific operator,  
�  location,  
�  and time of each event. 

Digital Provenance Metadata 
Further, each instance of processing of an audio object that has an 
input and an output is documented as an event. 
 



Macaulay Library  
Analog Signal Path 



Macaulay Library Archival sound 
file and derivatives 



�  It “ties the components of a complex or compound resource 
together and makes the whole usable.”- Robin Wendler, “LDI Update: Metadata 
in the Library,” Harvard University Library Notes, no. 1286 (July/August 1999), 4-5 

�  It can be used to express the relationships among objects.  

�  It can describe  
�  the relative positions of the objects’ streams on the carrier,  

�  the boundaries of format based regions of physical objects,  

�  and the mapping of the digital objects’ audio streams through the 
use of pan automation data. 

�  It can also be used to define areas of interest within an audio 
object through the use of marker information. 

Structural  Metadata 



�  Documentation of the source Audio Object structure 

�  AES31-3 Audio Decision List (ADL) 

�  Broadcast Wave Format time stamp 

�  Marker information defining areas of interest 

�  METS <structMap> 

Types of Structural  Metadata 



AES-57-2011 



�  This standard concerns the technical documentation of audio files 
and physical audio formats for long-term archival storage and 
preservation.  

�  This standard sets out the vocabulary to be used in describing 
digital and analog audio formats, including both those formats that 
exist in some tangible form such as a reel of tape and those that 
exist only as a set of bits, untied to a single audio carrier, such as a 
broadcast wave file.  

�  This vocabulary takes the form of an Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) schema. By doing so it provides a structured human readable 
instance document that can be easily parsed and manipulated using 

AES-57-2011 



�  The schema is designed for flexibility, providing a number of 
data elements that are optional.  

�  This schema provides for the collection of technical metadata 
in a number of broad categories, including: 
�  Physical properties such as base material, oxide material, 

groove orientation, and track configuration;  
�  Object dimensions such as height, width, depth, unwound 

length and shape; 
�  Signal characteristics such as playback speed, sound field, and 

noise reduction; 
�  Digital file characteristics such as audio data encoding, 

sample rate, bit depth, and byte order; 
�  Condition—comments on preservation problems with the 

object. 

AES-57-2011 



Technical Metadata: Physical properties such as base 
material, oxide material, groove orientation, and track 
configuration;  
 

�  AES-57 : the physicalProperties element is used to describe 
the physical characteristics of the audio object. 

�  <format>audio cassette</format> 
�  <physicalProperties> 

�  <baseMaterial>Polyester</baseMaterial> 

Various types of sound recording sources are included: 
 
• Wire 
• Cylinder 
• Analog Tape 
• Digital Tape 
• Optical Disc 
• Analog Disc 
 



 
 

�  <format>audio cassette</format> 
 

�  <dimensions> 
�  <gauge unit=”inches”>0.125</gauge> 

�  <length unit=»inches»>5304.4</length> 

�  <thickness unit=»microns»>10.0</thickness> 

Technical Metadata: Object dimensions such as 
height, width, depth, unwound length and shape; 
 

AES-57 : The <dimensions> element may be used to 
provide physical measurements of the audio object. 
 



<format>audio cassette</format> 
<speed> 
�  <speedCoarse unit=»Inches per second»>1.875</speedCoarse> 

�  <varispeedAdjustment unit=»Percent»>0</varispeedAdjustment> </speed> 

 

Technical Metadata: Signal characteristics such as 
playback speed, sound field, and noise reduction; 
 

AES-57 : The <speed> element may be used to indicate the 
playback speed of the described audio object or region.  

AES-57 : <trackLayout> element shall be used to describe the 
canonical track arrangement for tape-based audio objects. 

• <track Layout>QUARTER-TRACK</trackLayout> 

AES-57 : The <soundField> element shall be used to declare the 
overall soundstage to which the described audio object or 
region belongs. Valid values are MONO, STEREO, and 
SURROUND.. 

• <soundField>stereo</soundField> 



Technical Metadata: Digital file characteristics such 
as audio data encoding, sample rate, bit depth, and 
byte order 
 

AES-57 :  
<audioDataEncoding> element shall be used to indicate the audio 
encoding scheme used when encoding occurred; 
 
<sampleRate> element shall be used to indicate the sample rate of 
the audio data 
 
<bitDepth> lement shall declare the number of bits per sample 
 
<byteOrder> element shall be used to indicate the ‘endianess’ of the 
digital audio; 
 

<audioDataEncoding>PCM</audioDataEncoding> 
<sampleRate>S96000</sampleRate> 
<bitDepth> 24</bitDepth>  
<byteOrder> LITTLE_ENDIAN</byteOrder>  

  



QUESTIONS? 



 
Bill McQuay 
wjm93@cornell.edu 
607-254-1137 

�  AES57-2011 

�  http://www.aes.org/ 

�  IASA TC-04 Guidelines on the Production and 
Preservation of Digital Audio Objects 
�  http://www.iasa-web.org/ 

�  Sound Directions: Best Practices for Audio Preservation 
�  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/projects/sounddirections/ 



Structural Metadata: Bringing it all together 
Source Audio Object Structure 
Document Hierarchy 

�  Audio Object 

�  Face 

�  Region 

�  Stream 

 The Face, Region and Stream sections can each be 
repeated in accordance with proper xml schema syntax. 



Structural  Metadata: 
Source Audio Object Structure 

�  Audio Object 

  A general term used to describe digital files and 
 physical audio carriers.  

  It is the root of the hierarchy and contains 
 metadata that pertains to the entire object.  

  Each audio object is described by a single instance 
 document in a strict one-to-one mapping. 

 

   



�  Face 
  A Face is a solitary stream, a sequence of solitary 

 streams, or a group or sequence of groups of 
 synchronous streams.  

 
For example, a disc recorded on two sides contains two Faces

—each side is a Face. 

Structural  Metadata: 
Source Audio Object Structure 



�  Region 

  A Region is the partitioning of a Face based 
 upon format.  

 For example, if the first part of a Face is recorded at 15 ips, 
and the second part of the Face is recorded at 7.5 ips, then 
the Face would contain two Regions—one for each tape 
speed. A Face must have at least one Region. 

Structural  Metadata: 
Source Audio Object Structure 



�  Stream 

  A Stream is an individual channel of audio 
 information contained within a Region. Each 
 Region must have one or more Streams. 

   Interleaved audio channels in a digital file are 
 documented as separate individual Streams.  

  For multiple audio files that represent 
 multichannel audio, each file is a separate 
 audio object. 

Structural  Metadata: 
Source Audio Object Structure 



Initial Configuration of 
AudioObjectManagerRoot 
 



Root Properties 



Face Properties 



Region Properties 



Configuring the Region’s  format 



Stream  Properties 



Published document 









 
Bill McQuay 
wjm93@cornell.edu 
607-254-1137 

�  AES57-2011 

�  http://www.aes.org/ 

�  IASA TC-04 Guidelines on the Production and 
Preservation of Digital Audio Objects 
�  http://www.iasa-web.org/ 

�  Sound Directions: Best Practices for Audio Preservation 
�  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/projects/sounddirections/ 







An example of an AES31 ADL for side one of stereo audiocassette 



Structural  Metadata: 
Timelines 



Structural  Metadata: 
Timelines: ADL-Audio Decision 
List 
�  An ADL may document the relationship between one 

Face of the source audio object and the digital files 
created from the preservation transfer of the Face. 

�  Using a pan list, an ADL can document the pan 
automation data for the streams of a Face. This data 
can be used by a DAW’s software to position individual 
streams within the sound field of a project. 

�  An ADL can also document markers in reference to 
content in a digital file. These markers are used to 
define areas of interest in the content, and are often 
used to delineate performances 









AES-57-2011 

The audioObject element may contain the following sub-elements and attributes. 


